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ﺣﺠﻴﺮﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺳﻊ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪﻡ ﻏﺎﻟﺒﺎ ﻟﻠﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻀﻮﺿﺎء ﺍﻟﺼﻮﺗﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻈﻢ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻛﺄﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻜﻴﻴﻒ ﻭ ﻛﺘﻢ 
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 ﺍﻟﺘﻐﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺎﺣﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﻻﻁﻮﺍﻝ ﻣﻌﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺪ ﺳﻮﺍء.
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1 CHAPTER1 
INTRODUCTION 
Acoustics is the science that deals with the properties of sound, like amplitude, 
frequency, complexity of sound waves and how the sound spreads throw the environment 
[1].Acoustics includes a vast range of topics, including: noise control, SONAR for 
submarine navigation, ultrasounds for medical imaging, thermo acoustic refrigeration, 
seismology, bioacoustics, and electro acoustic communication[2]. There are many types 
of sound in our life, some of them are useful and the othersare noisy, as illustrated inthe 
following Figure. 
 
Figure1.1: Sound Pressure Level (SPL) Examples [3]
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Sound spread in theenviroment as a wave. A sound waveis described in term of 
magnitude, frequancy, sound velocity, and wave number. The relationship between sound 
speed and frequancy is given by 
c = λf (1.1) 
The veloc ity of sounddepends on the enviroment which the sound travels through. As an 
example, the value of sound veloc ity in air equals 330 m/s at standard pressure. 
Human ears hear sounds that have a frequency range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In deily life 
the soundis usually a mixture of several acoustic waves with different frequencies. 
Normal sound becomes noisewhen it is annoying depending on the amplitude of the 
sound wave and it is frequancy. The human ear can detects a  wide range of sound levels 
and frequencies, but it is more sensitive to some frequencies than others. 
There are several measures of the magnitude of sound: sound pressure level and sound 
power level. Sound pressure is a sound property at a given location, sound power level is 
the rate at which acoustical energy is radiated from a sound source and its unit is the watt; 
it is a property of the sound sourceand it gives the total acoustic power emitted by the 
sound source and can be measured by a microphone. Sound intensity (I) is another 
measure of sound, and it can be calculated. 
I = WA �wattm2 � (1.2) 
Where W = acoustical sound power of the source (watt) 
             A = surface area (𝑚𝑚2 ) 
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Acoustic signals are measured with decibel (dB), which is a logarithmic unit that 
indicates the ratio of relative to a specified reference level of sound pressure, power, or 
intensity. The gains of sound amplifiers, attenuation of acoustic signals, and signal-to-
noise ratios are often expressed in decibels. 
 
1.1 SILENCERS 
Mufflers or acoustic silencers are devices used to reduce severity of the sound waves 
(noise) propagated in the environment. Typical applications include exhaust systems, car 
muffler systems, air handling systems, ducted pumps, air discharge lines and 
compressors.  
There are four types of commonly used silencers. These are[4]: 
1) Absorptive or dissipative silencers. 
2) Reactive or reflective silencers. 
3) Dispersive or diffusive silencers. 
4) Active silencers. 
1.1.1 Absorptive or Dissipative Silencers 
Absorptive silencers attenuate the sound waves (noise) depending on a material used to 
absorb the sound waves. Absorptive silencer is mostly used in HVAC system. 
The thickness of acoustical material selected depends on the frequency of the noise. 
Some of the incident sound power is converted to heat caused due to the sound motion 
inside the acoustical material.Figure 1.2 shows schematic example of absorptive silencer 
[4]. 
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Figure1.2:An example of absorptive  silencer. 
1.1.2 Reflective or Reactive Silencers 
Reactive silencer function is by reflecting sound back to the source. The sound energy is 
dissipated due to the internal reflection inside the flow path and by absorption at the 
source. Reactive or reflective silencers have tuned membranes and cavities and are 
designed to absorb machine noise having low frequencies. Figure 1.3 shows an example 
of reactive silencer. 
 
Figure1.3: Double expansion chambers as an example of reactive silencer. 
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1.1.3 Diffuser or Depressive Silencers 
Diffuser silencer has a perforated wall which slows down the flow velocity of the sound. 
It is mainly used in applications which contain control valve and nozzle.Figure 1.4 shows 
an example of diffuser silencer [5]. 
 
 
Figure1.4: An example of diffuser silencer. 
 
1.1.4 Active Silencers 
Active noise control has new modification sound field. This modification uses speaker, 
microphone and electronics device to determine and attenuate or cancel the sound wave 
(noise). 
In its simplest form, a control system uses a microphone to get the noise wave. Then by 
using a speaker, the control system produces a sound wave has same frequency and 
amplitude of noise wave but in the oppos ite direction (like mirror- image of the noise 
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wave). The speaker thus eliminates the noise wave, and the net result is no sound at all. 
Active noise control is mostly used for applications having steady noise wave like 
engines, fans, etc. Figure 1.5 shows schematic example of Active silencer [6]. 
 
Figure1.5:An example of active silencer. 
 
1.2 EXPANSION CHAMBERS 
Silencersare important control devices for noise reduction. In general, the expansion- 
chambersilenceris one of the main type of reactive silencers, which are useful  
devicesused to attenuate the acousticalnoise in a frequency range of acoustic field 
generated by mecha nical systems,where noise is reduced by reflection of sound energy 
within a duct. 
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Reactive silencers reduce acoustical noise through the existence of acoustical impedance 
discontinuity which leads toreflecting noise waves back to the source. The discontinuity 
is achieved by: 
(a) Sudden cross-sectional area change (expans ions),  
(b) Wall properties change, 
(c) Or combination of (a) and (b). 
 
Expansion chambers aremostly used in heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) 
systems, exhaust systems, and car muffler systems. The expansion chamber mufflers 
have one or more than one expansion chamber orexpansion volume to act as silencers. 
Figure 1.6 shows reactive silencer which has single expansion chamber with length L1 
and cross sectional area A2. The most familiar example of a single expansion chamber is 
probably the automotive muffler as Figure 1.7 shows. 
 
Figure1.6: Geometry of singleexpansion chamber silencer where 𝐀𝐀𝐣𝐣 ∶are the cross-
sectional areas  and 𝐋𝐋 ∶is the length. 
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Figure1.6:Car muffler as example of single expansion chamber reactive silencer. 
To increase the attenuation of acoustics noise, most manufacturers of reactive silencers 
used more than one expansion chamber in series. Figure 1.8shows a reactive silencer 
having multiple expansion chambers (tripleexpansion chambers) with different lengths 
and c ross sectional areas, the values of lengt hs and the areas depend on the frequency and 
the amplitude of the sound wave that need to be reduced. 
 
Figure1.8:Geometry of triple expansion chamberwith unequally volumeexpansion 
chamberswhere 𝐀𝐀𝐣𝐣 ∶are the cross-sectional areas  and𝐋𝐋𝐣𝐣  ∶ are the lengths. 
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1.3 LITERATURE RVIEW 
Mufflers with multiple expansion chambers were considered by a number of 
researchers.Lamancusa[7] considered sound attenuation due to double expansion 
chamberand derived the transmission loss coefficients for various cases of equal and 
unequal expansion chambers and he calculated the transmission loss of double expansion 
chamberwith different geometry by changing randomly two parameters, the areas of the 
double expansion chambers and the lengths of the doubleexpansion chamber silencer. He 
concluded that the amplitude and width of the stopband is changed with the connecting 
tube length. Selamet and Radavich[8] studied the effect of changing the length of a 
concentric expansion chamber. Three approaches are employed to determine the 
transmission loss: (1) a two-dimensional, axisymmetric analytical solution;(2) a three-
dimensional computationalsolut ion based on the boundary element method; and (3) 
experiments on an extended impedance tube set-up with nine expansion chambers 
fabricated with fixed inlet and outletducts. The results from all three approaches agreed 
well. 
Selamet and Ji[9] developed a three dimensionalanalytical approach used to calculate the 
acoustical performance(transmission loss) of a circular expansion chamberwhich has inlet 
and outlet offset ducts. They compared the three dimens ional resultwith the one 
dimensional prediction, they conclude that the results from all approaches agreed 
well.Tao and Seybert[10]studied the transmission loss for two muffler types with single 
and double expansion chamberby the two load method and the two source method. The 
measured transmission losses compared well for both cases, and showed that the 
transmission loss can be measured by these method s without an anechoic termination.  
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Suwandi et al.[11] used the plane wave transmission line theory to evaluate the acoustic 
performance (Transmission Loss) of various mufflers with single expansion chambers 
and mufflers containing porous material with extended inlet and outlet pipes. They also 
performed experimental measurements and showed that experimental results agreed well 
with the theoretical results.Gerges et al.[12] summarized the transfer matrix principle for 
calculating the transmission loss of a muffler with single expansion chamber and they 
applied this method to more than one expansion chamber configurations. They did 
expe rimental measurements and verified numerical solution. They also concluded that the 
effects of extending entrance tube was to increase the transmission loss peaks and to 
expand the frequency bands of attenuation. 
Ji[13] studied the acoustic attenuation pe rformance (Transmission Loss) of multi-
expansion chambers reactive silencer with inter-connecting tubes using the boundary 
element method. He compared transmission loss results of mufflers having single, double 
and triple expansion chambers. He concluded that using the multiple expansion chamber 
silencers in attenuating sound is better than using a single one.Barbieri[14] described a 
new methodo logy which collaborated the finite element analysis and Zoutendijk’s 
feasible directions method andthey studied the transmission loss affectedby changing the 
geometry dimensions of muffler with single expansion chamber.  
Wu et al. [15]presented the acoustic attenuation performance (Transmission loss) of 
different silencer configurations, a case with single- inlet-double-outlets and a case of 
double-inlets-single outlet rectangular expansion chambers. They used three different 
methods to measure transmission through these expansion chambers to verify accuracy 
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and to study the effect of the higher order modes. They later in [16] used a single- inlet-
double-outlet cylindrical expansion chamber muffler to calculate transmission loss by 
using a modal meshing approach and a finite element method and compared the results of 
the two methods. 
Masson et al.[17] optimized the acoustical performance of low cost and simple geometry 
expansion chamber silencer by using micro perforated panels. They computed the 
transmission loss by using the transfer matrix method and the boundary element method. 
Different muffler configurations based on micro perforated pane ls in the expansion 
chambers were tested experimentally and the results were compared with theoretical 
ones.  
Andersen [18]presented the transmission loss of different configurations of silencers 
which were the reactive muffler, the absorptive muffler and the plug flow muffler. He 
used the transfer matrix method to calculate the transmission loss theoretically and did 
experiments to assure experimental results agreement with the theoretical ones.Kang and 
Ji[19] studied the transmission loss of Helmholtz extended tube  and simple expansion 
chamber with extended inlet/outlet using the 1D analytical method.  
Venkatesham et al.[20] analyzed the transmission loss of different configurations of 
rectangular expansion chambers with different location of inlet-outlet by means of 
Green's functions. They used the transfer matrix method in their analysis and compared 
the results with those obtained from finite element method.They concluded that the 
transfer matrix method was more efficient than the corresponding numerical method. 
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The other study thatpresented the expansion chamber silencer with perforated, absorptive 
material, and main flowbe as following.  Maa[21] studied the potential of a silencer with 
a microperforated panel. Wu et al.[22] measured the transmission loss of mufflers by 
using boundary element method and the four pole method. They improved the four pole 
method results by the numerical results. Kim and Ih[23] studied the sound attenuation 
due to an expansion chamber with curved duct bends using transfer matrix method.  
Selamet et al. [24] used the one-dimensional analytical and three-dimensional boundary 
element methods to predict the acoustic attenuation of hybrid silencers without mean 
flow. Joseph et al. [25] investigated the relation between the sound power and acoustic 
pressure for a multi-mode sound transmission in ducts having flow. Dokumaci[26] 
studied the acoustics performance of mufflers with perforated pipe and how itis affected 
by sheared grazing mean flow. Kar and Munjal[27] generalized algebraic algorithm of a 
mufflers with different number of interacting ducts to produce the system matrix easily 
rather than using governing equation.  
Zhao et al. [28] studied the characteristics of exhaust noise of pneumatic frictional clutch 
and brake. They found that the expansion chamber volume was an important parameter 
design to reduce the exhaust resistance. Rammal and Boden[29] used the two load 
method to study the characteristics of nonlinear acoustic sources. Their simulated results 
were compared well with experimental data from various sources. Broatch et al. [30] 
studied the transmission loss properties of different configuration of silencers using one 
dimensional gas flow equation and the mesh spacing.  
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Several effects on perforated dissipative mufflers were examined by Denia et al [31] such 
as the extended inlet-outlet ducts, absorbent resistivity, the porosity of the perforations, 
and the muffler dimensions. Wang et al. [32] studied the acoustical properties of standing 
wave duct system using different experimental methods. Chiu [33] optimized the multi-
expansion chamber muffler shape with plug- inlet tube using genetic algorithms (GA) as 
well as a numerical decoupling.  
Chiu and chang[34] used transfer matrix method to calculate transmission loss of multi-
expansion chamber perforated mufflers.The decoupling technique and plane wave theory 
were used [35] to solve the coupled acoustical problem of plug mufflers with perforated 
tubes.  
Ji[36] investigated the effect of internal structure of hybrid expansion chamber silencer 
with perforated facingon the transmission loss using the substructure boundary element 
method.  Chaitanya and Munjal[37] investigated theoretically the effect of wall thickness 
on the end corrections of the extended inlet and outlet of a double-tuned expansion 
chamber. Mimani and Munjal[38] studied the acoustical performance of different muffler 
conf igurations us ing transverse plane wave and matrizant app roaches. 
1.4 MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVS 
From time to time during the life, you hear a disturbing sound from different systems 
such as HVAC, exhaust systems,Factories machines, car muffler systemsand others.The 
potential for health hazards from these systems has been recognized. However, from this 
point it has gained momentum relatively recently as people became more and more 
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conscious of their working and living environment. Also, the governments of many 
countries have responded to popular demand with mandatory restrictions on sound 
emitted by disturbing systems. 
Due to the importance and seriousness of this issue and to the decrease the human health 
hazards, the silencerwas exclusively created to reduce the noise arising from the 
disturbing systems. This was created by a significant engineering exploit. Likewise, this 
thesis also utilized to studying theenhance improvement and effectiveness of the silencers 
representative by expansion chamber silencers. 
It is clear from the review of the latest work on the analysis of expansion chamber 
silencer that most of the works conducted consider a specific geometry of the expansion 
chamber silencer because it is related to an experiment work. So there is no extensive 
study done to figure out or to suggest how to design an expansion chamber silencer that 
gives high acoustic performance at any wave noise need to attenuate.  
Moreover, according to the literature considered in this thesis, there is no study focuses 
on the effectiveness of expansion chamber silencer with respect to increase the number of 
expansion chambers, changing cross sectional area of the multiple expansion chamber 
silencer, changing the lengthsof the expansion chambers, changing the lengths of the 
connecting tubes, and changing the lengths of the extended tubes. 
This thesis Focus was placed on silencers with two and three expansion chambers, as 
more number of expansion chambers can be economically unfeasible. 
The general objective of this work is to compare the performance of a single and multiple 
expansion chambers as means of acoustic attenuation. Silencers with multiple expansion 
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chambers are allowed to have extended tubes, different lengths, and different cross 
sectional areas.  
So, this study of the acoustic attenuation of multiple expansion chamber silencerswill be 
carried out through the following: 
 Changing the cross sectional areas of the expansion chambers. 
 Changing the lengt hs of the expansion chambers. 
 Allowing extend tubes of expansion chambers to have different lengths. 
 
1.5 THESIS OPRGANIZATION 
This thesis is divided into six chapters as follows: 
• Chapter 1: Introduction: This chapter introduces the topic area investigated in 
the thesis. It provides anintroduction about the topic, followed by literature 
viewon topic related to expansion chamber silencer, then research objectives of 
the thesis. 
• Chapter 2: Mathematical Modeling: This chapter provides the general 
equations and the method used to found the mathematical mode l of single 
expansion chamber silencer. 
• Chapter 3: Analysis of Silencers Havi ng a Multiple expansion chambers:In 
this chapter presents the analysis of acoustic attenuation due to double and triple 
expansion chamber silencers. Parametric study is carried out on the change of 
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transmission loss as a function of investigated the area ratio and the lengt h of the 
expansion chambers. 
• Chapter 4: Enhancing Attenuation (I) Introducing Extended Tubes:In this 
chapter, mathematical formulation of expansion chamber silencer with extended 
tube is discussed using transfer matrix method. Also, investigate the difference 
between expansion chamber silencer with and without extended tubes. 
• Chapter 5: Enhancing Attenuation (II) Applying Chirp and TaperFunctions: 
This chapter discussed how to design expansion chamber silencer geometry by 
utilizing modifications in cross sectional areas or modifications in the lengths of 
the expansion chambers and connecting tubes, or combined changes of both. This 
modification carried out by applying taper and chirp functions to the expansion 
chamber geometry 
• Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations: This chapter provides the 
main conclusions and summarizes them against the objectives set for the study. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
In this chapter, the mathematical formulation of acoustic wave propagation in 
ducts withsingle, double, andtriple expansion chambersilencer using transfer matrix 
method are discussed.  
Assumptions used to derive the basic equations of the acoustic models are listed as 
follow: 
 Studied 2-D geometry. 
 The fluid inside the duct and expansion chambers is air. 
 Air flow in the expansion chamber is neglected. 
 There is negligible heat transfer through the expansion chamber silencer. 
 There is no perforated material inside the expansion chamber. 
 Expansion chambers walls not absorptive. 
 No wave reflection occurs at downstream end of silencer. This means anechoic 
termination is conside red.  
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2.1 ACOUSTICS WAVE IN DUCTS 
The governing equation which describe sound waves of harmonic nature in time in a duct 
is[18] 
∇2p + k2p = 0         , k = ωc  (2.1) 
Where 𝑘𝑘is the wave number, 𝜔𝜔is the angular velocity, 𝑐𝑐 is the speed of the sound, and 
𝑝𝑝 is the acoustics pressure. 
The solut ion of the wave equation in the x-direction is written in the form[18] 
p(x) = p+e−ikx + p−e+ikx  (2.2) 
Where 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥) have two plane waves, onewith amplitude p+moving in the positive x-
direction and the otherwith amplitude p-moving in the negative x-direction as shown in 
Figure2.1. 
 
Figure2.1: Plane wave in a duct.  
By us ing Euler’s equation for motion in a medium, the volume velocity is determined as 
follow[18]: 
U(x) = AP(x)
ρ0c  (2.3) 
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Where 𝜌𝜌0 is the air density, and A is the cross sectional area of the duct. 
2.2 TRANSMISSION LOSS 
There are three measures used to assess the acoustic performance of mufflers or silencers. 
These inc lude the noise reduction (NR), the insertion loss (IL), and the transmission loss 
(TL). The transmission loss (TL) will be used throughout this thesis. It is the difference in 
the sound pressure level between the incident waves entering and the transmitted waves 
exiting the silencer. Transmission loss (TL) is independent of the source and requires an 
anechoic termination at the downstream end.  
The theoretical transmission loss is defined as the logarithmic ratio of incident to 
transmitted acoustic pressure amplitudeinto an anechoic termination as Equation 2.4 [39]:  
TL = 20 Log10(τ) (2.4) 
Whereτ = T1Tn , and𝑇𝑇1is the pressure amplitude of the acoustic wave incident expansion 
chambers and 𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 is the pressure amplitude of the transmitted acoustic wave exiting 
expansion chambers. 
2.3 TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD, TMM 
The transmission phenomenon in a duct with more than one expansion chamber can be 
considered by several methods. One of them is the transfer matrix method which provides 
a suitable framework to obtain theoretical values for transmission loss. Adopt ing acoustic 
pressure P and volume veloc ity U as the two state variables[40],every junction in the duct 
system can be related to the previous junction by a matrix. Then, a global transfer matrix 
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can relate variables at the final junction to those at the firstjunction by applying 
continuity conditions of pressure and volume velocity as follows: 
�
P(r)U(r)� = �Transfermatrix fortherthjunction (2 X 2 ) � �P(r − 1)U(r − 1)� (2.5) 
Where[P(r)U(r) ]Tare called the state vector at the upstream point𝑟𝑟, 
[P(r − 1)U(r − 1)]𝑇𝑇arereferred to the state vector at the downstream point 
 r − 1. See Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure2.2:General representation of single expansion chamber with upstream and 
downstream position. 
The transfer matrix for the 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡ℎ element can be denoted by[𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 ][17, 35] as 
[Tr] = [T1][T2]… … … [Tn−1][Tn ] (2.6) 
An advantage of us ing the transfer matrix method, to describe silencereffectiveness, is 
that one can connect more than one expansion chambers by multiplying the trans fer 
matrices of all elements expansion chambers. 
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2.4 TL OF SINGLEEXPANSION CHAMBERSILENCER 
USINGTMM 
2.4.1 Transfer Matrix at Junction I 
The case of a duct with singleexpansion chamberis shown in Figure 2.3.Transfer matrix 
method used to find the transfer matrix equation at junction I as follows: 
 
Figure2.3:Schematic view of singleexpansion chamber silencerwhere 𝐀𝐀𝐣𝐣 ∶cross 
sectional areas,𝐋𝐋𝐣𝐣  ∶lengths. 
 
The continuity pressure equationat the junction between the duct and expansion 
chamberbecomes asfollowing: 
PT1 + PR1 = PT2 + PR2 (2.7) 
Equation 2.2, one can obtain the following: 
T1ei(ωt−kx ) + R1ei(ωt+kx ) = T2ei(ωt−kx ) + R2ei(ωt+kx ) (2.8) 
Let junction Ibe the origin of the frame of reference, then x equals zero at junction I 
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T1 + R1 = T2 + R2 (2.9) 
The continuity of volume velocity equation is 
UT1 + UR1 = UT2 + UR2  (2.10) 
Using Equation 2.3 
A1PT1
ρ0c − A1PR1ρ0c = A2PT2ρ0c − A2PR2ρ0c  (2.11) 
This gives, 
A1(PT1 − PR1) = A2(PT2 − PR2) (2.12) 
The minus sign come from the direction of the velocity. After using Equation 2.2 
A1(T1ei(ωt−kx) − R1ei(ωt+kx)) = A2 (T2ei(ωt−kx) − R2ei(ωt+kx) ) (2.13) 
At junction I, Equation 2.13becomes, 
T1 − R1 = m (T2 − R2) (2.14) 
Where m = A 2A 1 , area ratio. 
Now, the first transfer matrix at junction Ican be obtained from Equations 2.9and 2.14as  
�
T1R1� = �1 + m2 1− m21−m2 1 + m2 ��T2R2� (2.15) 
2.4.2 Transfer Matrix at Junction II  
At junction II, x = L (expansion chamber length), then the continuity conditions become 
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T2e−ikL + R2eikL = T3 (2.16) 
m(T2e−ikL − R2eikL ) = T3 (2.17) 
So the second transfer matrix at junction II obtained from Equations 2.16 and 2.17as 
�
T2R2� = � m + 12m eikL m − 12m eikLm− 12m e−ikL m + 12m e−ikL ��T3R3� (2.18) 
The zero value in final vector comes from the no reflection conditiondownstream where 
the duct hasan anechoic termination.  
2.4.3 Transmission Loss of SingleExpansion chamberSilencer 
The whole transfer matrix o f singleexpansion chamber is obtained by multiplying the first 
and the second transfer matrices of expansion chamber junctions. Substituting Equations 
2.15 into 2.18 to get the whole transfer matrix, as Equation 2.19, 
�
T1R1� = �1 + m2 1− m21−m2 1 + m2 ��
m + 12m eikL m− 12m eikLm− 12m e−ikL m + 12m e−ikL ��T30 � (2.19) 
This equation gives the relationship between the pressure amplitude of the acoustic wave 
incident and the pressure amplitude of the transmitted acoustic wave exiting the 
expansion chamber. 
The transmission loss is obtained by using Equations 2.4 and 2.19:  
TL = 20 Log10 �(m + 1)24m eikL + (1−m)(m− 1)4m e−ikL � (2.20) 
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To find the expansion chamberlengths that give maximum and minimum transmission 
loss. So, convert the exponential func tion to cos ine and s ine functions as TL = 20 Log10(cos kL + α sin kL) (2.21) 
Where 𝛼𝛼 = m2+12m  
The extremum points of thelogarithm term inside Equation 2.21 present the maximum 
and minimum of transmission loss of Equation 2.21.Mathematically, to find the 
extremum points of complex equation it is required to take the derivative of the modulus 
of that equation then equals it with 0. So, the modulus of thelogarithm term ins ide  
Equation 2.21 as follows: 
mu = �(cos kL)2 + (𝛼𝛼 sin kL)2   (2.22) 
∂ (mu)2
∂L = −2k cos kL sin kL + 2k𝛼𝛼2 cos kL sin kL (2.23) 
0 = k(−1 + 𝛼𝛼2) sin 2kL (2.24) 
𝛼𝛼 ≠ 0at any value of m, where m should greater than one. k = 0, which means f = 
0.sin 2kL = 0which meansthe lengt hs thatgive maximum and minimum transmission loss 
are 
L = q 3304f  (2.25) 
Where  q = 0,2,4,… . etcgive minimum points and  q = 1,3,5, … . etcgive maximum 
points (second derivative used to distinguish between maximum and minimum points).                                                          
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Now, to find the area ratiosthose give maximum and minimum transmission loss, one 
obtained by taking the derivative of Equation 2.22 as  
∂ (mu)2
∂m = 0 (2.26) 
This leads us to the following expression 
0 = m4 − 12m3 sin kL (2.27) 
The solution is 0 = m4 − 1which gives m = 1, but thissolution is not acceptable because 
the area ratio should be greater than one. That means the transmission loss increases by 
increasing the area ratio. 
2.5 SINGLEEXPANSION CHAMBERSILENCER ANALYSIS 
(NUMERICAL EXAMPLE) 
As example, consider simple expansion chamber with 0.2 m length and cross sectional 
area ratio (𝑨𝑨𝟐𝟐
𝑨𝑨𝟏𝟏
) equals 3 as Figure 2.4 shows.To getmaximumattenuation, wave reflection 
must  
L = n 3304f = n 𝜆𝜆4 
Taking n = 1                                              L = 𝜆𝜆4 
This gives 𝜆𝜆 = 0.8 𝑚𝑚 
Now, the corresponding frequency                  𝑓𝑓 = 𝑐𝑐
𝜆𝜆
= 3300.8 = 412.5 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 
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Figure2.4:An exa mple ofsingleexpansion chambers silencer.  
 
Figure 2.5 shows the transmission loss of the silencer shown in Figure 2.4 as a function 
of wave length. One can observe that the maximum transmission loss happens at wave 
length equals 0.8 m which is in agreement with previous analysis. So, one can design the 
dimensions of the silencer that gives maximum transmission loss at any frequency want 
to attenuate. 
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Figure2.5: Effect ofwave  length on the TL ofsingleexpansion chambers silencer.  
 
Typical transmission loss as a function of frequency of singleexpansion chamber silencer 
with 0.2 m length( L ) and arearatio( A 2A 1)equals 3 shown in Figure 2.6. The maximum 
transmission loss is 4.463 which occur at specific frequencies, like 412.5, 1238, 2063, 
and 2888 Hz.  
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Figure2.6:Transmission loss curve  of singleexpansion chambersilencer (L = 0.2 m, m 
= 3) 
 
2.6 OVERALL TRANSMISSION LOSS 
The frequency range of most interest in noise control engineering varies from 20 to 
20000 Hz, which is the frequency range hearing by human.  
In Figure 2.6, performance property is performed with the use of transmission loss for all 
frequencies between 0to 3000 Hz. These results do not explain how much the 
effectiveness of the silencerfor all frequencies because attenuating noise wave depends  
onsilencer parameters which is already optimizing for all frequencies. Overall 
transmission loss is a numerical value reflecting the effectiveness of the silencers at all 
frequencies less than 3000 Hz.  
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Table 2.1:One – tenth octave  band center frequencies. 
Number Frequency Number Frequency Number Frequency Number Frequency 
1 47.5 16 134.5 31 381 46 1078 
2 51 17 144.5 32 408.5 47 1155 
3 54.5 18 155 33 437.5 48 1238 
4 58.5 19 166 34 469 49 1327 
5 63 20 178 35 500 50 1422 
6 67.5 21 190.5 36 539 51 1524 
7 72 22 204 37 577.5 52 1633.5 
8 77.5 23 219 38 619 53 1750.5 
9 83 24 234.5 39 663.5 54 1876 
10 89 25 250 40 711 55 2000 
11 95 26 269.5 41 762 56 2155 
12 102 27 289 42 816.5 57 2310 
13 109.5 28 309.5 43 875 58 2476 
 
14 117 29 331.5 44 938 59 2653.5 
15 125 30 335.5 45 1000 60 2844 
 
Table 2.1 presents the center band frequencies for one - tenth octave band which is 
specified using Equations. 
𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛+1
𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛
= 20.1   (2.28) 
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 = �𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛+1   (2.29) 
Where𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛  and 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛+1 are lower and upper band limits, respectively and  𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 is the centerband 
frequency[39]. Equations 2.28 and 2.29 are the basic equations used by the American 
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National Standards Institute (ANSI) to find the band limits and center frequencies of one, 
third, tenth oc tave band frequencies. 
To find overall transmission loss for a silencer,firstly, calculate the transmission lossat 
every center frequency of one-tenth oc tave band frequencies that is ment ioned in Table 
2.1 then computes the overall transmission loss (OLT) using  
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑇𝑇 = 10 log �∑ 10�𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 10� �𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 �   (2.30) 
As an example, the overall transmission loss of the silencer shown in Figure 2.4 is 
20.2939 dBat all frequencies less than 3000 Hz. 
 
2.7 EFFET OF CHANGING GEOMETRY 
2.7.1 Chamber Length 
The effect of changing expansion chamber length (L) on transmission loss is visualized 
as a two dimensional contour plot using Equation 2.20. 
Examining Figure 2.7, one can observe at a specific frequency there are set of expansion 
chamber lengths which give maximum transmission loss. On the other hand, there are 
other set of expansion chamber lengths whichdon’t give any transmission loss at all as 
shown in section 2.5 . 
Figure2.8presents the transmission loss affected by changing expansion chamber length 
(L) from zero to one meter at the specific frequency 412.5 Hz. It indicates that the 
expansion chamber lengths 0.2, 0.6, and 1 m givemaximum transmission loss which is in 
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agreement with Equation 2.2 5. The transmission loss goes to zero when the expansion 
chamber length is 0.4 or 0.8 mwhich is in agreement with Equation 2.25 . Figure 2.8 
indicate how much the chamber length that gives maximum transmission loss at any 
frequency want to attenuate. 
 
Figure2.7: Transmission loss contour of singleexpansion chambersilencer by 
changing the expansion chamber length (L), area rat io = 3. 
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Figure2.8: Transmission loss of single expansion chambersilencer by changing 
expansion chamber length (L) (f = 412.5 Hz, area ratio = 3). 
 
2.7.2 Area Ratio 
Equation 2.20 used to produce Figure 2.9 which is a two dimensional contour 
plotshowing the transmission loss as a function of frequency and area ratio  ( A 2A 1). The 
transmission loss increases when area ratio increases. Hence, the maximum transmission 
loss occurs at certain frequencies (412.5, 1238, 2063, and 2888 Hz) depends on Equation 
2.25. For example, at the frequency 412.5 Hz the maximum transmission loss happen 
when area ratio  ( A 2A 1) equals five. 
Figure 2.10 shows cross section of Figure2.9 at frequency 412.5 Hz which represents the 
transmission loss of the single expansion chamber silencer as a function of area 
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ratio ( A 2A 1).We can conclude that the transmission loss increases continuously by 
increasing the area ratio  ( A 2A 1). 
 
Figure2.9: Transmission loss contour of singleexpansion chambersilencer by 
changing the area ratio (A2/A1), L = 0.2 m. 
 
 
Figure2.10:Transmission loss of singleexpansion chamber silencer by changing the 
expansion chamber Area rat io (f = 412.5 Hz, L = 0.2 m.). 
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3 CHAPTER 3 
ANALYSIS OF SILENCERS HAVING A 
MULTIPLE EXPANSION CHAMPERS 
In this chapter the analysis of acoustic attenuation due to a double and a triple 
expansion chamberis shown. Parametric study is carried out on the change of 
transmission loss as a function of investigated the area ratio and the length of the 
expansion chambers. 
3.1 DOUBLE EXPANSION CHAMBERANALYSIS 
Figure 3.1 shows the geometry of doubleexpansion chamber reactive silencer. Silencer 
geometry has two expansion chambers with equal or unequal areas and lengths. The 
double expansion chamber silencer is an element commonly used for reducingthe 
acoustical noise. 
 
Figure3.1:Schematic of double expansion chamber silencer𝐀𝐀𝐣𝐣 ∶cross sectional 
areas,𝐋𝐋𝐣𝐣  ∶lengths. 
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3.1.1 TL OF DOUBLE EXPANSION CHAMBERSILENCER USING 
TMM 
The transfer matrix of double expansion chamber silencer is obtained in a similar way to 
the singleexpansion chamber case. It takes the following form. 
�
T1R1� = �1+m2 1−m21−m2 1+m2 � �
m +12m eik L1 m−12m eik L1m−12m e−ik L1 m +12m e−ik L1 � �
1+n2 eik L2 1−n2 eik L21−n2 e−ik L2 1+n2 e−ik L2 �… 
�
n+12n eik L3 n−12n eik L3n−12n e−ik L3 n+12n e−ik L3 � �T50 �   
(2.31) 
Wherem = A 2A 1 , n = A 4A 3  
Equation 3.2 presentsthe transmission lossobtained using Equations 2.4 and 3.1:  
𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂 =20 𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿10 ��(m+1)24m eik L1 + (1−m)(m−1)4m e−ik L1��(1+n)24n eik (L2+L3) + (1−n)(n−1)4n eik (L2−L3)� +
 �(1+m )(m−1)4m eik L1 + (1−m )(m+1)4m e−ik L1��(1−n)(n+1)4n eik (L3−L2) + (1+n)(n−1)4n e−ik (L2+L3)��. 
                           (3.2)  
3.1.2 Mathematical Model Validation 
The mathematical model has been validated by calculated the transmission loss of double 
expansion chamber silencer with same geometrical parameter that used byLamancusa[7] 
as shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2 (a) produced by Lamancusa which presents the 
transmission loss of double expansion chamber silencer. Figure 3.2 (b) shows the same 
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transmission loss results that got by Lamancusa. This means, the mathematical model is 
valid.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Transmission Loss of double expansion chamber silencer with equally 
sized Chambers of 0.61 m and 0.61m connecting tubes, area ratio = 16. 
(a)  Lamancusa results   (b) val idation results  
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3.1.3 Effect of changing geometry 
Figure 3.3 shows the typical transmission loss of double expansion chamber silencer with 
0.2 m lengths(L1,L2,L3) and area ratios(𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛)equal 3. The maximum transmission loss is 
13.17 dB which occurs at the freque ncies412.5, 1238, 2063, and 2888 Hz. Comparing 
Figure 3.3 with 2.5, one can note a difference between single and double expansion 
chambers transmission lossspectra. Also, it is noted that major wave reflection regions 
are separated by double small ripples. The overall transmission loss of the double 
expansion chamber silencer is 24.9258 dB.Thus, increasing the number of expansion 
chambersin the silencer gives higher overall transmission loss as Figures 2.5 and 3.3 
showed. Figure 3.3 agrees well with results behavior given for the same problem by 
Lamancusa[7]. 
 
Figure3.3:Transmission loss curve  for doubleexpansion chamber (lengths = 0.2m, 
area ratios = 3). 
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The next contour figures have been generated using Equation 3.2. Figure 3.4 shows a two 
dimensional contour plotof transmission loss as a function of frequency and first area 
ratio ( A 2A 1). The transmission loss increases when area ratio increases. The maximum 
transmission loss occurs at specific frequencies (412.5, 1238, 2063, and 2888 Hz). When 
the first area ratio ( A 2A 1) equals one the maximum transmission loss becomes 4.463 dB. 
This attenuation comes from the second expansion chamber that has an area ratio  ( A4A3) 
equals 3 same as transmission loss of single expansion chamber silencer. 
 
 
Figure3.4: Transmission loss contour of double expansion chamber silencerby 
changing the area ratio (A2/A1), Lj = 0.2. 
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Figure 3.5 shows an example of Figure 3.4.It indicates that the transmission loss 
increases when the first area ratio ( A 2A 1 ) increases. Also,  same result is obtained by 
increasing second area ratio ( A 4A 3). The value of transmission loss is calculated to 
be4.463dB when the first expansion chamber area ratio is one and the second area ratio 
(A 4A 3) is 3. This means that the double expans ion chamber silencer performs in a similar 
manner with a singleexpansion chamber silencer and it gives same transmission loss 
result as indicated in Figure 2.5.  
 
Figure3.5:Double expansion chambersilencer transmission loss by changing the first 
expansion chamber Area rat io (f = 412.5 HZ, Lj = 0.2). 
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Figure 3.6 shows transmission loss contour of double expansion chamber silencer as a 
function of frequency and first expansion chamber lengt h (L1). As example, if the 
expansion chamber length equals 0.2 m, the maximum transmission loss is around 13.17 
dB at the frequency 412.5 Hz which is higher than the transmission loss of single 
expansion chamber silencer. 
 
 
Figure3.6: Transmission loss contour of doubleexpansion chambersilencer by 
changing the first expansion chamber length (L),(area ratios = 3). 
 
Figure3.7 indicatesthat the first expansion chamber lengths (L1) 0.2, 0.6, 1m have the 
maximum transmission loss. And similar behavior ofFigure 3.6resulted whenstudying the 
transmission loss by changes second expansion chamber length (L3) or the connecting 
tube length (L2). 
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Figure3.7:Double expansion chambersilencer transmission loss by changing the first 
expansion chamber length (L),(f = 412.5 HZ, m and n= 3). 
 
 
3.2 TRIPLE EXPANSION CHAMBERSILENCER ANALYSIS 
Figure 3.8 shows a triple expansion chamber reactive silencer which is an element used 
to increasethe noise attenuation through the ducts systems. 
 
Figure3.8:Schematic of triple expansion chambersilencer where 𝐀𝐀𝐣𝐣 ∶cross sectional 
areas,𝐋𝐋𝐣𝐣  ∶lengths. 
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3.2.1 TL OF TRIPLE EXPANSION CHAMBERSILENCER USING 
TMM 
The transfer matrix of triple expansion chambersilenceris obtained in a similar manner to 
double expansion chambersilencer. So, Equation 3.3presents the whole transfer matrix of 
the silencer. 
�
T1R1� =
�
1+m2 1−m21−m2 1+m2 � �
m+12m eik L1 m−12m eik L1m−12m e−ik L1 m+12m e−ik L1 � �
1+n2 eik L2 1−n2 eik L21−n2 e−ik L2 1+n2 e−ik L2� �
n+12n eik L3 n−12n eik L3n−12n e−ik L3 n+12n e−ik L3 �.. 
�
1+g2 eik L4 1−g2 eik L41−g2 e−ik L4 1+g2 e−ik L4 � �
g+12g eik L5g−12g e−ik L5� �T70 �                                                               (3.3)  
Where  m = A 2A 1 ,  n = A 4A 3 , g = A 6A 5 
Finally, Equation 3.4presents the transmission loss of the silencerthat obtained using 
Equations 2.4 and 3.3as follows: 
TL = 20 Log10 ��(m + 1)24m eik L1 + (1 − m)(m − 1)4m e−ikL1 �  ��(1 + n)24n eik (L2 +L3)  +   
 
(1 − n)(n − 1)4n eik (L2−L3 )��(1 + g) 24g eik (L4+L5 ) + (1 − g)(g − 1)4g eik (L4−L5)� + �(1 + n)(n − 1)4n eik (L2+L3 )   
+  (1 − n)(n + 1)4n eik (L2−L3)��(1 − g)(g + 1)4g eik (L5−L4 )  +   (1 + g)(g − 1)4g e−ik(L4 +L5)�� + 
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�
(1 + m)(m − 1)4m eikL1  
+  (1 − m)(m + 1)4m e−ikL1� ��(1 − n)(n + 1)4n eik(L3−L2)
+ (1 + n)(n − 1)4n e−ik(L2+L3)�  �(1 + g)24g eik(L4+L5)
+ (1 − g)(g − 1)4g eik(L4−L5)�
+ �(1 − n)(n − 1)4n eik(L3−L2) + (1 + n)24n e−ik(L2+L3)� 
  �
(1−g)(g+1)4g eik(L5−L4) + (1+g)(g−1)4g e−ik(L4+L5)���(3.4)  
3.2.2 Effect of changing geometry 
The next figures have been generated using Equation 3.4. Figure 3.9 shows the 
transmission loss oftriple expansion chamber silencer when the expansion chamber and 
connecting tube lengths (Lj) equal 0.2 m and all area ratios(m, n, and g) equal 3. The 
attenuation noise is increased by using triple expansion chamber silencerbecause the 
number of expansion chambers is increased. 22.63 dB is the maximum transmission loss 
which occurs at the frequencies 412.5, 1238, 2063, 2888 Hz.Overall transmission loss is 
32.2966 dB.Also, it is noted that major wave reflection regions are separated by four 
small ripples. 
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Figure 3.10 shows two dimensional contour plotof the transmission loss as a function of 
frequency and first area ratio  ( 𝑨𝑨𝟐𝟐
𝑨𝑨𝟏𝟏
 ). The transmission loss increases when the area 
ratioincreases. The maximum transmission loss occurs at the similar frequencies 
mentioned in double expansion chamber silencer case.  
 
 
Figure3.9:Transmission loss curve  oftripleexpansion chamber silencer (Lj = 0.2 m), 
(area ratios = 3). 
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Figure3.10: Transmission loss contour of triple expansion chamber silencerby 
changing the area ratio (A2/A1), Lj = 0.2 m. 
Figure 3.11 shows, the transmission loss increaseswhenfirst expansion chamber area 
ratio (  𝑨𝑨𝟐𝟐
𝑨𝑨𝟏𝟏
 ) increases. Similar curve obtains when second area ratio ( 𝑨𝑨𝟒𝟒
𝑨𝑨𝟑𝟑
 ) or third area 
ratio( 𝑨𝑨𝟔𝟔
𝑨𝑨𝟓𝟓
 )increases. The value of maximum transmission loss is almost 13.7 when first 
area ratio  (  𝑨𝑨𝟐𝟐
𝑨𝑨𝟏𝟏
 ) equals one, second and third area ratios (𝑨𝑨𝟒𝟒
𝑨𝑨𝟑𝟑
= 𝑨𝑨𝟔𝟔
𝑨𝑨𝟓𝟓
)equal three.This means 
that the triple expansion chamber silencer performs in a similar manner with double 
expansion chambersilencer and it gives same transmission loss as indicate in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure3.11:Triple expansion chamber silencer transmission loss by changing the 
first expansion chamber Area ratio (f = 412.5 HZ), Lj = 0.2 m. 
 
Figure 3.12 shows the transmission loss contour as a function of frequency and first 
expansion chamber length L1. As example if the expansion chamber length equals 0.6 m, 
the maximum transmission loss is around 22.62 dB at the frequency equals 412.5 Hz 
which is more than the maximum transmission loss value of double expansion chamber 
silencer.   
Figure3.13has similar behavior of Figure 3.7 with different values of transmission loss 
due to increase the number expansion chambers. Also this indicates the first expansion 
chamber lengths 0.2, 0.6 and 1m have maximum transmission loss. And similar 
curveresulted bychange second, third expansion chamber, or connecting tubes lengths 
(Lj). 
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Figure3.12: Transmission loss contour of triple expansion chamber silencerby 
changing the first expansion chamber length (L1), (area ratios = 3). 
 
Figure3.13: Triple expansion chambersilencer transmission loss by changing the 
first expansion chamber length (L1),(m, n, g = 3). 
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3.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE THREE SILENCER 
CONFIGURATIONS 
In Figure 3.14, a comparison made between three configurations silencers using 
expansion chambers lengths equal 0.2 m, connecting tubes lengths equal 0.2 m and area 
ratios (m, n, g) equal 3, within range frequency between zero and 830 Hz. 
The best result is given by the triple expansion chamber silencerbecause it has highest 
transmission lossvalue. The value of transmission loss increases linearly with increases 
the number of expansion chambers used in the silencer. Therefore, the triple expansion 
chamber gives 22.62 dB transmission lossat the frequency 412.5 Hz, which is the 
maximum attenuation between three configurations. Hence the transmission loss curve 
has 380 Hz stopband width which is smallest width in Figure 3.14. The three curves show 
almost similar difference between the values of maximum transmission loss which is 
around 9 dB. This means the maximum transmission loss increases by 9 dB when 
expansion chamber is added to the silencer structure. 
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Figure3.14: Transmission loss of three configurations silencers. 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
ENHANCING ATTENUATION (I) 
INTRODUCING EXTENDED TUBES 
In this chapter, mathematical formulation of expansion chamber silencer with 
extended tube is discussed using transfer matrix method.A schematic of single expansion 
chambersilencer with extended tube is shown in Figure 4.1.Also, investigate the 
difference between expans ion chamber silencerwith and without extended tubes. 
 
Figure4.1:Schematic view of an expansion chamber silencer with extended tube 
where𝐀𝐀𝐣𝐣 ∶areas,𝐋𝐋𝐣𝐣  ∶lengths. 
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In order to obtain the transmission loss using transfer matrix method, as in chapter three, 
continuity of pressure and continuity of volume velocityequations are applied at each 
junction in expansion chamber. 
For the case of single expansion chamber, let usassume a wave has amplitude 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 travels 
forward and a wave with amplitude  𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖travels backward as Figure 4.2 shows.  
 
Figure4.2:Single expansion chamber silencer with extended tubes. 
 
When using expansion chamber silencer with extended tubesEquation 2.5 becomes as 
follow [40]: 
�
P(r)U(r)� = � 1 01Z1,3 1� �P(r − 1)U(r− 1)� (4.1) 
Where Z is the impedance at junctions II, III as 
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Z1,3 = −i ρo c(A2 − A1,3) cot(kL1,3) (4.2) 
4.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SINGLE EXPANSION 
CHAMBER SILENCER WITH EXTENDED TUBE USING TMM 
4.1.1 Transfer Matrix at JunctionsI and II 
Continuity of pressure equation is 
PB 1 + PD1 = PB 2 + PD2  (4.3) 
Equation 2.2, one can obtain the following: 
B1ei(ωt−kx ) + D1ei(ωt+kx ) = B2ei(ωt−kx ) + D2ei(ωt+kx )  (4.4) 
Using Equation 4.1, Equation 4.4 becomes: 
B1ei(ωt−kx ) + D1ei(ωt+kx ) = B3ei(ωt−kx ) + D3ei(ωt+kx )  (4.5) 
Let junction I be the origin of the frame of reference, then x equals 𝑂𝑂1 at junction II 
B1e−ik L1 + D1eikL1 = B3e−ik L1 + D3eik L1  (4.6) 
The continuity of volume velocity equation and Equation 4.1 a t junction II give, 
UB 1 + UD1 = 1Z1 (PB 2 + PD2) + UB 2 + UD2  (4.7) 
Using Equation 2.3 gives, 
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A1PB 1
ρ0c − A1PD1ρ0c = 1Z1 (PB 2 + PD2 ) + A2 PB 2ρ0c − A2PD2ρ0c  (4.8) 
Also, t his gives, 
B1e−ik L1 − D1eikL1 = μ1B3e−ik L1 − μ2D3eik L1 (4.9) 
Where 
μ1 = ρ0cA 1−i ρo c(A 2−A 1) cot⁡(kL1) + A2A1 (4.10) 
μ2 = ρ0cA 1i ρo c(A 2−A 1) cot⁡(kL1) + A2A1 (4.11) 
Now, the first transfer matrix at junction II can be obtained from Equations 4.6 and 4.9 
as. 
�
B1D1� = � 1 + μ12 1 −μ22 e2ik L11 −μ12 e2ik L1 1 + μ22 � �B3D3� (4.12) 
4.1.2 Transfer Matrix at Junctions III and IV  
The continuity of pressure equation at junction III as following:  
PB 4 + PD4 = PB 6 (4.13) 
At x equals zero,Equation 4.13 gives the following: 
B4 + D4 = B6 (4.14) 
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But the wave transfers a distance L2  from junction II to junction III. So, Equation 4.14 
becomes as 
B3e−ik L2 + D3eik L2 = B6 (4.15) 
Using continuity of volume velocity equation with Equation 4.1 obtains the following: 
UB 4 + UD4 = 1Z3 (PB 6) + UB 6 (4.16) 
Using Equations 2.2 and 4.2, Equation 4.16 becomes as 
B3e−ik L2 − D3eik L2 = μ3B6 (4.17) 
Where 
μ3 = ρ1cA 2−i ρo c(A 2−A 1) cot⁡(kL3) + A1A2  (4.18) 
So the second transfer matrix at junction III obtained from Equations 4.15 and 4.17 as 
�
B3D3� = �1 + μ32 eik +L21 −μ32 e−ik L2� �B60 � (4.19) 
Finally the wave transfers from junction III to junction IV with a distance  L3 as 
B7 = B6e−ik L3  (4.20) 
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4.1.3 Transmission Loss Equation of SingleExpansion chamberSilencer 
with Extended tubes 
The whole transfer matrix of singleexpansion chambersilencer with extended tubes is 
obtained by multiplying first and second transfer matrices. So the whole transfer matrix is 
obtained using Equations 4.12, 4.19 and 4.20 as 
�
B1D1� = � 1 + μ12 1 −μ22 e2ik L11 −μ12 e2ik L1 1 + μ22 � �
1 + μ32 eik (L3+L2)1 −μ32 eik (L3−L2)� �B70 � (4.21) 
TL = 20 Log10 �(μ1 + 1)(μ3 + 1)4 eik (L3+L2) + (1 − μ2)(1 − μ3)4 e−ik (2L1−L2+L3)� (4.22) 
Equation 4.22 gives the relationship between pressure amplitude of incident wave and 
pressure amplitude of transmitted wave exiting expansion chamber silencer. 
4.2 TL OF DOUBLE EXPANSION CHAMBERSILENCER WITH 
EXTENDED TUBEE USING TMM 
Figure 4.3 presents double expansion chamber silencer with extended tubes. The transfer 
matrix of double expansion chamber with extended tube is obtained in a similar manner 
of single expansion chamber silencer with extended tube case. 
 
�
B1D1� = � 1+μ12 1−μ22 e2ik L111−μ12 e2ik L11 1+μ22 � �
m +12m eik L1 m−12m eik L1m−12m e−ik L1 m +12m e−ik L1 � �
1+n2 eik L2 1−n2 eik L21−n2 e−ik L2 1+n2 e−ik L2 �… 
�
1+μ32 eik (L3+L33)1−μ32 eik (L33−L3)� �B80 �                                                                                                   (4.23) 
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The transmission loss can be obtained using Equations 2.4 and 4.23.  
 
Figure 4.3:Double expansion chambersilencers with extended tubes 
 
4.3 TL OF TRIPLE EXPANSION CHAMBER SILENCER WITH 
EXTENDED TUBES USING TMM 
Figure 4.3 presents triple expansion chamber silencer with extended tubes. The transfer 
matrix of triple expansion chamber silencer gets in a similar way that transfer matrix of 
double expansion chamber silencer is obt ained as 
�
B1D1� = � 1+μ12 1−μ22 e2ik L111−μ12 e2ik L11 1+μ22 � �
m +12m eik L1 m−12m eik L1m−12m e−ik L1 m +12m e−ik L1 � �
1+n2 eik L2 1−n2 eik L21−n2 e−ik L2 1+n2 e−ik L2 �.. 
�
n+12n eik L3 n−12n eik L3n−12n e−ik L3 n+12n e−ik L3 � �
1+g2 eik L4 1−g2 eik L41−g2 e−ik L4 1+g2 e−ik L4 ��
1+μ32 eik (L5+L55 )1−μ32 eik (L55−L5)��B100 �               (4.24)  
The transmission loss can be obtainedusing Equations 2.4 and 4.24. 
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Figure4.4:Triple expansion chambersilencer with extended tubes 
 
4.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN SILENCERS WITH AND WITOUT 
EXTENDED TUBES 
4.4.1 SingleExpansion chamber Silencer 
Table 4.1 showsgeometrical parameters of single expansion chamber silencer whichis 
used to calculate the performance property (TL)difference forsingle expansion chambers 
silencer withand without extended tubes.   
Table 4.1: Geometrical parameters of singleexpansion chamber silencer with and 
without extended tubes. 
Silencer types 
 
Expansion 
chamberar
ea (m2)  
Duct area 
(m2) 
Expansion 
chamber 
length (m) 
First 
extended 
tube 
length  
L1(m) 
Second 
extended 
tube length  
L3(m) 
With extended 
tubes 
0.0942 0.0314 0.2 0.001 0.055 
Without extended 
tubes 
0.0942 0.0314 0.2 0 0 
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Figure 4.5present transmission loss difference between single expansion chamber 
silencers with extended tubes (SET) and without extended tubes (SNET). So, the 
maximum transmission loss of silencer without extended tubes is 4.437 dB, and it 
increases to be 40 dB with extended tubes usage. Also, t he area under SET curve is larger 
than the area under SNET curve. This means the silencer with extended tubes is a better 
choice to attenuate noise wave. 
 
Figure4.5:TL of singleexpansion chamber silencer with and without extended tubes. 
 
Table 4.2 shows overall transmission loss of single expansion chamber with and without 
extended tubes. The silencer with extended tubes has overall transmission losshigher than 
the other one.This means it is better to use extended tubes in single expansion chamber 
silencer.  
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Table 4.2:OLT of single expansion chamber silencer. 
Silencers type depend on extended 
tubes OLT (dB) 
1 Without extended tubes 20.2939 
2 With extended tubes 28.5538 
 
The effect on transmission loss when changing the extended tubeslengths can be shown 
as two dimensional contour plotusing Equation 4.22.Figure 4.6 shows the inlet extended 
tube length effect on transmission loss. The value of inlet extended tube length, that gives 
maximum transmission loss, depends on frequency value. Figure 4.7 presents the 
transmission loss contour affected by the outlet extended tube lengt h.  
The extended tubes give more transmission loss at high frequency rather than low 
frequency. So, from Figures 4.6 and 4.7, one can see the lengths of outlet and inlet 
extended tubes can be controlled to get high transmission loss at any frequency need to 
attenuate. 
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Figure4.6:Transmission loss of singleexpansion chamber silencer with extended 
tubes by changes inlet extended tube length. 
 
 
Figure4.7:Transmission loss of singleexpansion chamber silencer with extended 
tubes by changes outlet extended tube length. 
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Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the optimized inlet and outlet extended tube lengths which give 
best attenuation of noise waves having the frequencies 1500,412.5 Hz respectively.  
If there is a noise wave with a frequency 1500 Hz, Figure 4.8 gives the optimized lengths 
of inlet and outlet extended tubes that give high transmission loss. So, if the inlet 
extended tubes length equals 0.06 m, the outlet extended tubes length should be 0.055 m 
to get best transmission loss.  
If the wave frequency is 412.5 Hz and the outlet extended tubes length is 0.1 m, the 
length of the inlet extended tubes give maximum transmission loss is zero meter as 
indicates in Figure 4.9.  
 
 
Figure4.8:Extended tubes’ lengths effect on TL of singleexpansion chamber silencer 
with extended tubes at frequency equal 1500 Hz. 
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Figure4.9:Extended tubes’ lengths effect on TL of singleexpansion chamber silencer 
with extended tubes at frequency equal 412.5 Hz. 
 
4.4.2 Double Expansion chamberSilencer 
Table 4.3 showsgeometrical parameters have been used to measure the transmission loss 
of silencer shown in Figure 4.3 .  
Table 4.3:Geometrical parameters of double expansion chamber silencer with and 
without extended tube 
Silencer types 
 
Expansion 
chambers’a
reas (m2)  
Ducts’
areas 
(m2) 
Expansion 
chambers’ 
lengths (m) 
First 
extended 
tube length  
L11(m) 
Second 
extended 
tube length  
L33(m) 
With extended 
tubes 
0.0942 0.0314 0.2 0.1 0.055 
Without extended 
tubes 
0.0942 0.0314 0.2 0 0 
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Figure 4.10presents the difference of transmission loss between double expansion 
chamber silencer with and without extended tubes.Also, it is noted that the silencer with 
extended tubes has three wave major reflection with transmission loss reaches to 50 dB  
So, the transmission loss of the silencer with extended tubes is be tter than one without 
extended tubes at all frequencies. 
Figures 4.11and4.12showthree dimensional contour plots which generated using 
Equations 2.4 and 4.23 and it presentthe effect of inlet and outletextended tubeslengths 
ontransmission loss. From these figures, one can opt imize the lengths of the extended 
tubes that give maximum transmission loss. 
 
Figure4.10:TL of double expansion chambersilencer with and without extended 
tube. 
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Figure4.11:Transmission loss of double expansion chambersilencer with extended 
tubes by changes inlet extended tube length. 
 
 
Figure4.12:Transmission loss of double expansion chambersilencer with extended 
tubes by changes outlet extended tube length. 
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Table 4.4 shows the overall transmission loss of double expansion chambersilencer with 
and without extended tubes. The first silencer in the table has overall transmission loss 
lower than the second one. So, these results prove that it is better to use extended tubes in 
the double expansion chambersilencers.  
Table 4.4:OLT of double expansion chamber silencer. 
Silencers type depend on extended 
tubes 
OLT (dB) 
1 Without extended tubes 24.9258 
2 With extended tubes 42.1540 
 
4.4.3 Triple Expansion chamber Silencer 
Table 4.5 shows thegeometrical parameters of two configurations of triple expansion 
chamber silencer, as example, which used to get the transmission loss.  
Table 4.5:Geometrical parameters of triple expansion chamber silencer with and 
without extended tubes 
Silencer types 
 
Expansion 
chambers’a
reas (m2)  
Ducts’
areas 
(m2) 
Expansion 
chambers’ 
lengths (m) 
First 
extended 
tube length  
L11(m) 
Second 
extended 
tube length  
L55(m) 
With extended 
tubes 
0.0942 0.0314 0.2 0.1 0.055 
Without extended 
tubes 
0.0942 0.0314 0.2 0 0 
 
Figure 4.13presents the difference of transmission loss between triple expansion chamber 
silencer withand without extended tubes.  The transmission loss of the silencer with 
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extended tubes is higher than one without extended tubes at most frequencies, as in 
double expansion chamber silencer case.  
 
Figure 4.13: TL of triple expansion chambersilencer with and without extended 
tubes. 
 
Table 4.6 shows the overall transmission loss of triple expansion chambersilencer with 
and without extended tubes. The silencer with extended tubes has the maximum overall 
transmission loss in Table 4.6 which means the optimum silencer is that one with 
extended tubes.  
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Table 4.6:OLT of triple expansion chamber silencer. 
Silencers type depend on extended 
tubes OLT (dB) 
1 Without extended tubes 32.2966 
2 With extended tubes 50.3303 
 
Figure 4.14and 4.15 generated using Equations 2.4 and 4.24. It presents two dimensional 
contour plot of transmission loss of triple expansion chamber silencer with extended 
tubes. From these figures onecan get the optimum lengths of the extended tubes that give 
high transmission loss as in single and double expansion chamber silencer case.  
 
Figure4.14:Transmission loss of triple expansion chambersilencer with extended 
tube by changes inlet extended tubes length. 
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Figure4.15:Transmission loss of triple expansion chambersilencer with extended 
tube by changes outlet extended tubes length. 
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5 CHAPTER 5 
ENHANCING ATTENUATION (II) 
APPLYING CHIRP AND TAPER 
FUNCTIONS 
The expansion chambersilencer geometry design is realized by utilizing 
modifications in cross sectional areas ormod ifications in the lengt hs of the expansion 
chambers and connecting tubes, or combined changes of both. It is beneficial to apply 
taper and chirp functions to the expansion chamber geometry which result in effects 
similar to the window functions utilized in the field of digital signal processing. 
Hawwa[41] applied on the wall undulations, different type of taper functions to improve 
the design by widening the stopband and suppressing  the passband ripple. He showed 
that the factors such as filter response of digital system processing filters can be utilized 
as a lead in shaping the desired filter response of periodic physical filters.  Also he 
[42]presented an analysis of sound waves in a circular cylindrical duct having a 
geometric periodicity at its wall by applying a chirp functions on the wall periodicity. He 
showed that when the chirp func tion is chosen careful ly then the change in the reflectivity 
spectrum can be favorable leading to blocking a wider range of frequencies. 
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5.1 CHIRP FUNCTIONS 
The chirp function used here is inspired from signal chirp function which is 
a signal whose frequency increases and/or decreases with the time[43]. Applying this 
concept to the expa nsion chambers’ lengths and connecting tubes’ lengths, the value of 
the lengths can be increased and/or decreased depends on an equation from chirp 
functions. The expansion chambers and connecting tubes areas are constant. There are 
many types of chirp functions like: 
o LinearlyIncreaseChirp Function. 
o LinearlyDecreaseChirp Function. 
o Uniform Chirp Function. 
o Combination between first and second types. 
 
5.1.1 Chirp Function Description 
For linearly increase chirpfunctionthe lengthsincreases linearly as Equation 5.1 . L(i) =  L0 +  h∆L (5.1) 
Where 𝑂𝑂0 is the basic length, ℎ = [0,1,2, … . . ,𝑛𝑛]is the expansion chamber or connecting 
tube number, and ∆𝑂𝑂 is thechirp rate. See Figure 5.1(a) 
The lengt hs of expansion chambers and connecting tubes with linearly decrease chirp 
function varies according Equation 5.2, see Figure 5.1(b) L(i) =  L0 −  h∆L (5.2) 
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Figure 5.1(c) shows a triple expansion chamber with uniform chirp function. This means 
that all lengths of expansion chambers and connecting tubes are equal according to 
Equation 5.3 .  L(i) =  L0 (5.3) 
Figures 5.1(d) and 5.1(e)show graphical representation of triple expansion chamber by 
applying a combination of linearly increaseand linearly decrease chirp functions, depend 
on Equations 5.4 and 5.5. 
L(i) = �L0 +  h∆L           ,h = 0,1,2L0 +  (4− h)∆L,   h = 3,4   (5.4) 
Equation 5.4 presents“increasing then decreasing” chirp function asFigure 5.1(d) shown. 
Figure 5.1(e) and Equation 5.5 presents “decreasing then increasing” chirp function. 
L(i) = �L0 −  h∆L           ,h = 0,1,2L0 −  (4− h)∆L,   h = 3,4   (5.5) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
Figure 5.1:Schematic of a silencer with triple expansion chamberusingchirp 
functions: a) linearly increasing   b) linearly decreas ing   c) uniform    d) “increasing 
then decreasing”   e ) “decreasing then increasing”  
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5.1.2 Chirp Function Results 
Table 5.1 shows the parametric geometry of triple expansion chamber silencers which 
used to study the effect of chirp functions on transmission loss.  
Table 5.1: Geometrical parameters of a triple expansion chambersilencer with chirp 
functions. 
Chirp 
function 
 
First 
expansion 
chamber 
length (m) 
First 
connec-
ting tube 
length 
(m) 
Second 
expans-
ion 
chamber 
length 
(m) 
Second 
connecting 
tube length 
(m) 
Third 
expansion 
chamber 
length (m) 
Duct 
radius 
(m) 
Expansion 
chambers 
radius (m) 
Connecting 
tubes 
radius 
 (m) 
Uniform 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 
Linearly 
increase 
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.1 0.2 0.1 
Linearly 
decrease 
0.24 0.22 0.2 0.18 0.16 0.1 0.2 0.1 
Increasing 
then 
decreasing 
0.16 0.18 0.2 0.18 0.16 0.1 0.2 0.1 
Decreasing 
then 
increasing 
0.24 0.22 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.1 0.2 0.1 
 
Every chirp function has an effect on the transmission loss of triple expansion chamber 
silencer. Figure 5.2 shows the performance property (TL) oftriple expansion 
chamberwhere the expansion chambers and connecting tubes lengths have been 
controlled by different chirp functions according to Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1. Solid line 
represents the transmission loss affected by applied uniform chirp function on triple 
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expansion chambersilencer lengths. The acoustic stopband starts from the frequency 201 
Hz and ends at the frequency 624 Hz Hence, the width of the stopband is 423 Hz. The 
maximum transmission loss of 30.11 dB is observed to occur at the frequency 412.5 Hz 
which is the center frequency in the curve. The overall transmission loss of uniform chirp 
function curve is calculated to be 39.9307 dB. 
 
 
Figure 5.2:TL of triple expansion chamber silencer with different chirp functions. 
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in Figure 5.1(a). Acoustic stopbandion this case starts from the frequency 205 Hz and 
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to the left of center frequency by 7.5 Hz. Also, the overall transmission loss is calculated 
to be 36.8016dB.The transmission loss curve ofthe silencer shown in Figure 5.1(b) has 
same behavior oflinearly increase chirp function curve. 
This means transmission loss curve of linearly increase or linearly decrease chirp 
functions has low stopbandwidthcomparing withuniform chirp function. On other hand,  
the transmission loss curve of uniform functionhas side ripple with high transmission loss 
rather than linearly increase or linearly decrease chirp function curves especially on the 
right side. 
Dotted line shows transmission loss properties of silencer shown in Figure 5.1( d).The 
acoustic stopband starts and ends from the frequencies 220 Hz, and 676 Hz respectively 
Hence, the width of the stopband is 456 Hz. The maximum transmission loss of 29.67 dB 
is observed to occur at the frequency 462.5 Hz which is at the right of center frequency. 
The transmission loss curve of “increasing then decreasing” chirp function has two left 
side ripples with transmission loss less than 3 dB. Also, it has one right side ripple with 
almost 10 dB transmission loss. The overall transmission loss is 38.1985 dB. 
Finally, the dash-dot line represents the transmission loss of the silencer shown in Figure 
5.1(e). The acoustics bandstarts from thefrequency 186  Hz and ends at the frequency 575 
Hz. With stopba nd widthequals 389 Hz. The maximum transmission loss of 29.89dB 
occurswhenthe frequency equals 370 Hz which is at the left of center frequency.The 
transmission loss curve of “decreasing then increasing” chirp function has two left side  
ripples with transmission loss higher than “increasing then deccreasing” chirp function 
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curve which is around 4 dB. But, in the right side it has three ripples with transmission 
loss less than 4dB. The overall transmission loss is calculated to be 38.6038 dB. 
Table 5.2:Comparison between different triple expansion chambersilencers. 
Silencers type depend on chirp function OLT (dB) 
Stopband 
width (Hz) 
1 Uniform 39.9307 423 
2 Linearly Increase 36.8016 389 
4 Increase then Decrease 38.1985 456 
5 Decrease then Increase 38.6038 389 
 
Table 5.2 shows acomparison between different expansion chambers silencers depending 
on the overall transmission loss (OLT), and the stopband width. 
The “increasing then decreasing” silencer configuration is the optimum silencerbecause it 
has the maximum stopbandwidth. Also,  uniform silencer configuration is the optimum 
one between all silencers in Table 5.2 depends on the maximum overall transmission loss 
concept. So, the noise frequencies that need to be attenuated can be controlled using chirp 
functions.  
5.2 TAPER FUNCTIONS 
In signal processing, a window function (Taper function) is a mathematical 
functionwhich has a value equals zero outside of some chosen interval[44]. 
There are many types of tapering functions. These include: 
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o Triangular window 
o Linearly increase window 
o Linearly decrease window 
o “Decreasing then increasing” window 
o Uniform window 
5.2.1 Taper Function Description 
Each function has an equation as following: 
Triangular window equation is 
w(h) = 2N − 1 (N − 12 − �h −N − 12 �) (5.6) 
Where N is the number of the silencer expansion chamber plus two,  h is the expansion 
chamber number (1,2, … , N− 2). 
Linearly increase window equation is w(h) = h (5.7) 
Linearly decrease window equation is w(h) = N − (h + 1) (5.8) 
Uniform window equation is w(h) = 1 (5.9) 
A “decreasing then increasing” window equation is a combination of linearly increase 
and linearly decrease window equations. 
Optimized designs  are realized by utilizing changes in cross sectional areas of the 
expansion chambers. The light line in Figures 5.3 shows some of taper function graphical 
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representations for triple expansion chamber silencer which it used to control silencer 
areas.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 5.3:Some of taper windowgraphical representation for triple expansion 
chamber silencer: (a) Triangular   (b) Linearly increase   (c) Uniform 
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5.2.2 Taper Function Results 
Table 5.3 shows geometrical parameters that used to study transmission loss of triple 
expansion chamber silencer with different taper functions. 
Table 5.3: Geometrical parameters of triple expansion chambersilencers with taper 
functions 
Taper 
function 
 
First 
expansion 
chamber 
area (m2) 
Second 
expansion 
chamber 
area(m2) 
Third 
expansion 
chamber 
area (m2) 
Duct area 
(m2) 
Connecting 
tubes area 
(m2) 
connecting 
tubes 
lengths (m) 
Expansion 
chambers 
lengths 
(m) 
Unifo rm 0.1257 0.1257 0.1257 0.0314 0.0314 0.2 0.2 
Linearly 
increase 
 
0.1257 0.1634 0.2011 0.0314 0.0314 0.2 0.2 
Linearly 
decrease 
 
0.2011 0.1634 0.1257 0.0314 0.0314 0.2 0.2 
Triangle 
 
0.1257 0.1634 0.1257 0.0314 0.0314 0.2 0.2 
Decreasing 
then 
increasing 
0.1257 0.0880 0.1257 0.0314 0.0314 0.2 0.2 
 
Every taper function has an effect on the transmission loss of triple expansion 
chambersilencer. Figure 5.4 shows the performance property (TL) oftriple expansion 
chamberwhere the expans ion chambers’ areashave been controlled by different taper 
functions according to Figure 5.3 and Table 5.3. Dashed line shows the transmission 
losssilencer shown in Figure 5.3(b). The acoustic stopba ndstarts from the frequency 182 
Hz and ends at the frequency 644 Hz. Hence, the width of the stopba ndequals462 Hz. 
The maximum transmission loss of 36.46 dB is observed to occur at the frequency 412.5 
Hz which is the  
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center frequency in the curve. The overall transmission loss of linearly increase taper 
function curve is 46.465dB.Below the frequency182 Hz the transmission loss curve has 
two left side ripples with amplitude less than 4.5 dB. Also, it has two right side ripp les 
with same amplitude above the frequency 672 Hz.The effect of linearly decrease taper 
function on the transmission loss of triple expans ion chambersilencer is the similar to the 
effect of linearly increase taper function. 
 
Figure 5.4:TL of triple expansion chamber silencer with different taper functions. 
 
Dotted line representsthe transmission loss of a triple expansion chamber silencer shown 
in Figure 5.3 (a).The maximum transmission loss decreases to32.38dB which occurs at 
the same center frequency 412.5 Hz.Acoustic stopbandin this cases starts from the 
frequency 185.5 Hz and ends at the frequency 640 Hz. This means that the width of the 
stopbandis454.5 Hz. Below the frequency185.5Hz the transmission loss curve has two 
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left side ripples with amplitudes less than 2 dB.Above the frequency 640 Hz there are two 
right side ripples with amplitudes less than 2 dB.The overall transmission loss is 
calculated to be 42.3337 dB. 
Solid line shows transmission loss properties of triple expansion chambersilencer shown 
in Figure 5.3(c).The acoustic stopband starts and ends at the frequencies201.5Hz and625 
Hz respectivelywithstopbandwidth equals423.5 Hz. 30.11dB is the maximum 
transmission loss occurs at the center frequency 412.5Hz. The transmission loss curve of 
uniform taper function has two left side ripp les and two right side ripples with 
transmission loss less than 3.5dB. Also, the overall transmission loss is 39.9307dB which 
is less than the overall transmission loss of linearly increase and triangular taper functions 
cases. 
Last curve which is the dash-dot line represents the transmission loss affected by 
applied“decreasing then increasing”taper function ontriple expansion chambersilencer. 
The acoustics band has a maximum transmission loss equals 27.01 dB at the frequency 
412.5 Hz and the acoustic bandstarts atthe frequency 224 Hz and ends at the frequency 
601 Hz. Hence, the width of the stopbandis calculated to be377 Hz which is the lowest 
stopband width in Figure 5.4. At each side of the curve hastwo ripples with transmission 
loss less than5.644 dB which is the highest ripple amplitude in Figure 5.4. Finally, the 
overall transmission loss is 36.6231dB. 
All spectra in Figure 5.4 have symmetrical behavior around center frequency. 
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Table 5.4:Comparison between different silencers with taper functions. 
Silencers type depend on taper 
functions 
OLT (dB) Stopband 
width (Hz) 
Maximum TL 
(dB) 
1 Linear Increasing 46.4650 462 36.46 
2 Triangular 42.3337 454.5 32.38 
3 Uniform 39.9307 423.5 30.11 
4 Decrease then Increase 36.6231 337 27.01 
 
Table 5.4 shows a comparison between four cases of triple expansion chambersilencers 
with taper functionsaccording to following parameters: 
 Overall transmission loss (OLT). 
 Maximum amplitude. 
 Stopband width. 
Linearly increase silencer configuration has the maximum overall transmission loss and 
maximum transmission loss at the frequency 412.5 Hz. Also, it has the highest stopband 
width between all silencers as Table 5.4 shows. So, the optimum choice used to attenuate 
noise wave would be  linearly increase triple expansion chambersilencerconfiguration. 
5.3 OPTIMUM CHIRP AND TAPER TRIPLE EXPANSION 
CHAMBERSILENCER 
The ideal solution of triple expansion chambersilencer configuration, gives best 
transmission loss results according to previous analysis. Besttaper and chirp 
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functionsused to control the geometry of triple expansion chamber silencer to come up 
with silencer that has best transmission loss results.  
Best transmission loss curve has high amplitude and highstopbandwidth. “Increasing then 
decreasing” chirp function silencer configuration has the maximum stopband widthand 
linearly increase taper silencerconfiguration gives highest overall transmission 
lossaccording previous analysis. 
Combine“increasing then decreasing” chirp function properties with linearly increase 
taper function properties to come up with best silencer has highest transmission loss 
properties. 
Figure 5.5 presents the transmission loss affected by linearly increasetaper function 
and“increasing then decreasing”chirp function ontriple expansion chamber silencer. The 
acoustics band has a maximum transmission loss equals 36.11 dB at the frequency 463 
Hz and it starts from the frequency 198 Hz and ends at the frequency 695 Hz. Hence, the 
width of the stopbandis 497 Hz which is the maximum stopband width obtained. The 
transmission loss curve has two left side ripples with transmission loss less than 2.9 dB. 
Also, it has one right side ripple with almost 12.2 dB transmission loss. Finally, the 
overall transmission loss of new silenceris 44.6978 dB which is almost similar to the 
maxim overall transmission loss got in previous study. 
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Figure 5.5:TL of triple expansion chambersilencer with “increase then decrease” 
chirp functionand linearly increase taper function. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study focuses on the effectiveness of silencers withmultiple expansion 
chambers in reducing acousticnoise. 
Enhanced designs are realized by utilizing changes in cross sectional areas and changes 
in the lengths of the expansion chambers as well as combined changes of bo th. Enhanced 
designs are also achieved if the expansion chambersare supplemented byextended tubes. 
After this study we conclude  the following: 
1) Double expansion chambersilencershowsoverall transmission loss higher than 
single expansion chamber silencer. Also, triple expansion chambersilencer gives 
high overall transmission loss, more than single and the double expansion 
chambersilencers. This means that it is better to use multiple expansion chambers 
silencer than single ones foracousticwave attenuation. 
2) Silencers havingexpansion chambers with extended tubesgive more attenuation 
than silencers having expansion chambers without extended tubes. 
3) In triple expansion chambersilencer, the transmission loss value and the noise 
frequency stopband are controlled by chirp functions applied to the expansion 
chambers lengths. Controlling the stopband location within the frequence
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spectrum is obtained by making a right or left shift to the center frequency 
depending on the chirp functions used.  
4) In triple expansion chamber silencers, the transmission loss is affected by taper 
functions applied to the expansion chamber volumes. So, the transmission loss 
can be controlled using taper functions. Transmission loss is increased or 
decreased depending on the taper function used.  
This study tends to provide general guidelines for enhancing the acoustic attenuation 
behavior of silencers with expansion chambers. 
Future work built on this study can include the application of multi-dimensional 
optimization techniques for designing improved silencers. Also, study the effectiveness 
of nonlinear extended tubes on the transmission loss for expansion chamber silencers. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 Transfer matrix method  
 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑇𝑇 Overall transmission loss 
𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗  Area 
 𝑂𝑂𝑗𝑗 Length 
 𝑃𝑃 Pressure 
 𝑘𝑘 Wave number 
 𝑓𝑓 Frequency 
 𝜔𝜔 Angular velocity 
 𝜆𝜆 Wave length 
 𝑐𝑐 Sound speed 
 𝑥𝑥 Distance 
 𝜌𝜌𝐿𝐿  Air density 
 𝑈𝑈 Volume velocity 
 𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂 Insertion loss 
 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 Noise reduction 
𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂 Transmission loss 
 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖  Transmitted pressure amplitude in expansion chamber silencer 
 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  Reflected pressure amplitude in expansion chamber silencer
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 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖  Transmitted wave pressure amplitude in expansion chamber silencer with  
extended tube 
 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 Reflected wave pressure amplitude in expansion chamber silencer with  
extended tube 
 𝑡𝑡 Time 
 𝑖𝑖 √−1 
 𝑒𝑒 Exponential func tion 
 𝑚𝑚 First area ratio 
𝑛𝑛 Second area ratio 
𝐿𝐿 Third area ratio 
 𝑞𝑞 Counting number 
𝑁𝑁 Expansion chamber number + 2 
𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖  Impedance 
 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖  Transmitted wave number 
Subscripts 
 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  Reflected wave number 
 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖  Incident wave number 
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